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It is well known that if the ditference of self-adjoint operators A and B is of trace 
class, then the generalized wave operators W, (B, A) = Aim, _ + ‘I exp(irB) 
exp( - itA) Pac(,4) exist. We give a sufftcient condition for s-lim, _ o. W,(B,, A,) = 
W,(B, A) when sequences of operators are considered. The condition involves the 
convergence of the spectral density of A,. Examples of operators with this property 
are given. This investigation is also related to the absolute continuity of self-adjoint 
operators. ‘c> 1988 Academic Press, Inc 
1. SPECTRAL CONVERGENCE 
Let A be a self-adjoint operator, bounded or unbounded, on a Hilbert 
space H. By von Neumann’s spectral decomposition theorem, there exist a 
Bore1 measure p on the spectrum a(A), a direct integral space 
and a unitary operator U: H + X such that UA = MU, where A4 is the 
multiplication by A. We denote by ( ., .)i. the inner product on H,. The 
“Fourier transform” of each XE H under U will be denoted by A?. If (E,) is 
the spectral resolution of A, then for x, y E H, 
(3n), P(n)>, 44~) = @AX, Y) 
for p-a.e. A. 
Let us now consider the following situation. Suppose that {A,} is a 
sequence of self-adjoint operators on H. Each A, has its own spectral 
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decomposition { pL,, X,, U,} as does A. To a given pair of elements x, 
y E H, there correspond vector-valued functions a,(.), j,(.) E Zn under U,. 
If the sequence {A,} converges to A in some operator topology, it is 
natrural to ask whether the sequence {(a,(n), j,(1)),,}, as a sequence of 
functions on R, converges to (Z(n), j(n)), in any way. A moment of 
reflection tells us that in order to make this question well posed, some 
assumptions on p,, are necessary. First, if pL,‘s are not mutually absolutely 
continuous, it does not make any sense to talk about any convergence 
related to measure or integral. Second, the operators A, determine only the 
measure class of Pi, not the measures themselves. Therefore the choice of 
p, within its class may affect the convergence of {(a,(l), j,,(2)), A}. In 
other words, one must make a sensible choice of the spectral density 
(a( A), j(n) ) >. of operator A and that of A,, when considering this problem 
of convergence. 
We shall restrict our attention primarily to the absolute continuous part 
of the operator. Since the standard Lebesgue measure is relatively easy to 
handle, we shall work with the following spectral function. For x, y E H, let 
f(l, A,x, y)=,tk+ ({(A-I-ei)-‘-(A-2+&i)-l)x, y),/2ni. 
One recognizes immediately that this is the spectral density of the 
absolutely continuous part of A. In the case A has purely absolutely con- 
tinuous spectrim and &(I) = d2 in the direct integral decomposition, one 
has, for every pair x, y E H, f(3L, A, x, y) = (?(a), j(n)),. 
We start our investigation with some simple facts of the convergence of 
the spectral density function. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Zf there is a dense subset G c H such that for any u, 
VEG, the sequence {f(., A,,, u, v)} converges to f(., A, u, v) in the L’-norm 
(resp. in the Lebesgue measure), then for any x, y E H, { f(., A,, x, y)} 
converges to f (., A, x, y) in the L’-norm (resp. in the Lebesgue measure). 
Proof: This proposition follows easily from the following inequality: 
For any x, y, U, v E H, 
I If(A, A, x, y)- f(A, A, u, v)l dA Iw 
+ j Il~~~~ll,IIB~~~-~~~~ll, 44 ) R 
d lb--II IIYII + Ilull IIY--VII. 
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PROPOSITION 1.2. Assume that self-adjoint operators A and {A,,} have 
purely absolutely continuous pectrum. If f(., A,,, x, y) -+ f(., A, x, y) in the 
L’-norm for any x, y E H, then for any g E L”, s-lim, _ nr: g(A,) = g(A). 
Proof It is easy to see that the assumptions of the proposition implies 
that A ,,+ A strongly. Let ge L”, x E H, and E > 0 be given. Since 
f(.> An, x, x) +f(., A, x, x) in L’(R), there is a bounded continuous 
function h on R such that [jlw 1 g(ll) - h(d)j’f’(& A,, x, x) d1]li2 < 43 for 
every n. Thus IIg(A,)x-g(A)x(( <2&/3+ Ilh(A,)x-h(A)x((. The con- 
tinuity of h and the strong convergence of {A,) guarantee that 
h(A,) -+ h(A) strongly. This implies the strong convergence of { g(A,)}. 
THEOREM 1.3. Assume that self-adjoint operators A and {A,,} have 
purely absolutely continuous spectrum. Then the spectral density sequence 
if(., A,, x, y)} converges to the spectral density f(., A, x, y) in the L’-norm 
foraNx,yEHifandonlyif{f(.,A,,, x, y)} converges to f (., A, x, y) in the 
Lebesgue measure for all x, y E H. 
The only if part of the theorem is trivial. The if part follows from the 
following general emma and the polarization. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let {fn} and f be nonnegative functions in L’(R). if the 
sequence {fn} converges to f in the Lebesgue measure and 
then { fn} converges to f in the norm of L’(R). 
Proof LetE,=(1:f,(l)<f(l)}andF,=R\E,.Sincef,bOandf200, 
we have 0 < xEn( f -f,,) <<f: Applying the dominated convergence theorem, 
one obtains lim, _ co sEn If, - f l dA = 0. Hence 
- s E (fn-f)dA+O n 
as n + co. This proves the lemma. 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. It is now only necessary to point out that the 
absolute continuity of A and A, implies Ilf(., A,, x, x)ll I = 
1lft.t 4 x, XIII I = 11-41~~ 
Our main interest is to investigate the relation between the convergence 
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of {A,} and the convergence of the spectral densities. In general, the 
convergence of {A,) alone may not guarantee any convergence of 
(ft.7 A,? XT Y)). 
EXAMPLE 1.5. Let H= L2[0, 1) and (Au)(t) = tu(t) for u E H. We now 
construct a sequence {A, > which converges to A in the operator norm, yet 
for some x, y E H the sequence (f(., A,, x, y)} does not converge in the 
Lebesgue measure. All of the operators A, will have purely absolutely 
continuous spectrum. Let 
a,(t) = (t - j/2”)/2 -I- j/2*: j/2” d t < (j + 1)/2”, j=O,1,2 ,..., 2”-1. 
We define (A,u)(t)=a,(t) u(t) on L’[O, 11. Since la,(t)-tl < l/2*, we 
have JJ A, - A 1) + 0. Let x = y = 1 in H. 
For any g E CPA 11, 1; f(A A,, 1, 1) g(A) dd = (g(A,) 1, l)H = 
sh g(a,(t)) dt = f: g(i) dp,(n). Simple computation shows 
/?,(1)=2(1--j/2”)+j/2”: jJ2”~.<;1jJ2”+1/2”+1; 
= (j + 1)/2”: j/2” + l/2 “+‘<II<(j+ 1)/2”; 
j= 0, 1, . . . . 2” - 1. Therefore 
f(A,A,, 1, l)=a;(n)=2: j/2”<A< j/2n+ l/2”+‘; 
=o: j/2” -I- l/2 “+‘bJ<(j+1)/2”; 
j= 1, 2, . . . . 2” - 1. 
Hence for m#n, the set {A: /f(J, A,, 1, l)-f(1, A,,, 1, 1)I =2j has 
Lebesgue measure 4. Therefore no subsequence of {f(., A,,, 1, 1 )} converges 
in the Lebesgue measure or in the L’-norm. One further computes that 
for x, Y E L’(R), f(A A,, x, Y) = BXn) xtP,@)) Y(P,(~)). Therefore 
(ft.3 A,, x, y)} does not converge to f(., A, x, y) in the Lebesgue measure 
if x#O and y#O. 
Since A n + A, I/?,,(n) - AI 6 l/2”, and {&,} c L” converges to 1 in the 
weak-*topology, one concludes that II g(A,) p - g(A)pll + 0 for every 
gE L” and polynomial p. Therefore this example also shows that the con- 
verse of Proposition 1.2 is false. We shall show that one can find a bounded 
self-adjoint operator C such that for these operators A,, and A, the spectral 
density sequence {f (., A, + C, x, y)} converges to f(., A + C, x, y) in the 
L’-norm. This wil show that the convergence of spectral densities is not 
stable under bounded perturbation. 
In Sections 24, we study examples of self-adjoint operators {A,} and 
A where { f(., A,, x, y)} converges to f(., A, x, y). In Section 5, we study 
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the relation between the spectral convergence and the convergence of wave 
operators. We show in that section that the convergence of spectral den- 
sities is stable under trace class perturbation. We conclude this section with 
the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1.6. Let {A,} and A be self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space 
H. Suppose b4, {Y,& x, and y are vectors in H such that /Ix, - XII + 0 and 
/I Y, - YII -+ 0. If {et-(.> A,, x,, y,) } converges to f( ., A, x, y) in the L’-norm, 
then so does {f(., A,,, x, y)). 
Proof: As in the proof of Proposition 1.1, one has the estimate 
llf(.> A,, x,, y,)-f(., A,, x> ~1111 d lb,--XII IIYII + llxll Ilyn- YII. 
2. SINGULAR INTEGRAL OPERATORS 
This class of operators has been extensively studied by many authors. 
Since we only cite what we need from the existing literature, the interested 
reader should consult [4, 6, 13, 14, 203 for more details. 
Let E be a Bore1 set of R and let H = L’(E), where the measure is the 
standard Lebesgue measure. Let c( E L”(E) be a real function and let 
fl E L”(E). Then 
(2.1) 
defines a bounded self-adjoint singular integral operator on L*(E). This 
singular integral operator is usually studied with the aid of the mul- 
tiplication operator (Mf)(t) = tf(t). The pair {A, M} has a rank one com- 
mutator [M, A] = fi @ fl/ni. The Pincus determining function for this pair 
of operators is 
Et/, z) = exp & ss 
s(4 s) dt ds, 
RZ (t - Z)(s - z) 
(2.2) 
where the function 
g(t, s) = 1: a(s) - IB(s)l’G t d 4s) + IB(s)l’; 
(2.3) 
=o: otherwise; 
is the principal function introduced by J. Pincus [6, 131. 
J. Pincus further developed a spectral multiplicity theory for singular 
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integral operators. Among other things, he showed that for this singular 
integral operator A and z, w E C\R, 
f(l,A, /l/(.-z), P/(.-w))= [E(A-io,z)E(A+io, W) 
- E(;i + io, 2) E(I - io, W)]/(z - W), 
= E(A + i0, Z) E(A + i0, W) 
g(A s) x exp 
[ J 
gt4 s) -ds-exp 
J 
-ds (z-W); 
S-Z S-G Ii 
see [13]. 
Suppose now we have {/In) c L”(E) and real functions {cl”} c L”(E) 
and suppose we define singular integral operators 
(4,f)tt) = a,tt)ftf) +-!S, B”(;!‘;(s)f(s) ds (2.4) 
with these coefficients. Accordingly, there are determining functions ,!?,(I, z) 
and principal functions g,(t, s) for the pairs {M, A,}. Let x, = /?,J(. - z) 
and y, = j,J(.-- w) in L’(E), where z, w E C\R are fixed. Then 
f(k A,, x,, y,) = &(A + i0, 2) E(A + i0, W) 
gr@-3 8) -ds-exp 5 
g,tA s) -ds (z-W). 
s-z s-w Ii 
To investigate the convergence of {f(., A,, x,, yJ}, one needs to 
analyze E,(il + i0, u) and exp 1 (g,(l, s)/(s - z)) ds. Using (2.2) and (2.3), 
one obtains for E > 0 and u E @\R that 
+i s E R (t-q2+E 2 g,tt, s) dtds. 1 (2.5) 
We now impose some restrictions on E, (Y,, and 8,. We assume that E 
has finite Lebesgue measure and that there is an L > 0 such that L > lla,,ll m 
and L 2 11fi,/l a, for all n. 
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LEMMA 2.1. Under these assumptions, 
Furthermore, there is a positive I > 0 such that for any u E @ satisfying 
(Im uj >, Z, 6, = j,lIm[ l/(s - u)]l ds/2x d $, and 
IE,(l+ i0, u)l d N jE I%(s) - sgn(Im u) IpJs)l* - A[ P6u dm,(s), 
where N depends only on m(E), L, and Z, and dm,(s) = 
lIm[ 1/271(s- u) S,]l ds is a probability measure on E. 
Proof We only present the proof in the case Im u > 0. We first remind 
the reader that by Fubini’s theorem, the integrals above make sense for 
almost every 1 E R. Write k’(s) = a,(s) f Ifi,Js)l*. By (2.5), 
IE,(A+i&,u)l<N,exp /(Im(l/(.s--~))log{[(k+(s)-A)*+&*] 
i 
[(k (s)-%)*+E*]}~~~~s/~~ , 1 
where N, depends only on m(E), L, and Im u. Using the concavity of 
natural logarithm and the fact that dm, is a probability measure, we obtain 
I-UJ + i&, ~11 
d N, 
s 
{ [(k+(s) - A)2 + &‘]/[(k-(s) -A.)’ + E*]}~~‘* dm,(s). E 
If 6 < 1, then by Fubini’s theorem Ike(s) -AI P6 belongs to 
L’(E x [ -2L, 2L]). Therefore for almost every II E [ -2L, 2L], 
IkP - 11 -6u~ L’(E). Thus the estimates of IE,,(n + i0, u)l follow from the 
dominated convergence theorem. The expression of E,(1+ i0, u) follows 
from a similar argument. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let {X, 33, p} be a measure space with finite measure p. 
Suppose that {k,} is a bounded sequence of real valued functions in 
L”(X, p). If lim, _ 53 k,(s) = k(s) a.e., then the sequence {Ix log)k,(s) - 11 
dp(s)}, as functions of A, converges to ix log Jk(s) - 11 dp(s) in the Lebesgue 
measure. 
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Proof. Assume that Ilk,ll, <K- 1. For each UE R, write p,(l) = 
log Ia - 21, which in this proof is regarded as a function in L’[ -K, K]. 
Since P,(l) - l-b@) = Pa(l) - PAA - (b - a)), lb+. IIP~-P~II~I=O 
uniformly for a in compact subsets of R. To prove the lemma, it suffices to 
show that for any given E > 0, there exists N> 0 such that IjI1, CKg(A) 
(jX log I/C,(S) - AI C+(S) - jX log I/C(S) - E,l C+(S)) d11 < E whenever n B Nand 
g E L” [ - K, K] satisfying I/ g(l co 6 1. 
The bound on k, ensures that there is a P > 0 such that II pk.CS,ll Lo < P for 
all n and a.e. SEX. For these P and E, there is an FE%? such that 
p(F) < s/3P and (k,} converges to k uniformly on x\F. In other words, 
there is an N > 0 such that IIJJ~.(~) - ~~~~~~~ Lo d /2p(X) whenever n 3 N and 
s 4 F. One checks easily that this N will do. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let {X, @, u} b e a measure space with finite measure p. Let 
{k,,} be a bounded sequence of real valued functions in L”(X, ,u) and let 
k E L”(X, p). 
IfC,“=,~({s:k,(s)#k(s)})< +a, then 
!Lrnm [Xloglk,(s)-ll du(s)=[xloglk(s)-l.I du(s) a.e. 
Proof Let o(d) = p( {s: k(s) E A}), the distribution of k. Then 
lx log [k,(s) - AI dp(s) = jiw log\ t - 11 dw(t). We similarly denote the dis- 
tribution of k, by w,. Thus to prove the lemma, it suffices to show 
lim i logit-Al do.r,,(t)=j logIr-11 do(t) a.e. 
n-cc R R 
To this end, we define C%(E) = sup{c,“, i o,(E,): {E,) is a partition 
of E} for each Bore1 set E. Because w,(E,) Q u(k-‘(E,,)) + 
ccl b: k,(s) f: k(s)) 1, one sees that (3(E) is finite for each Bore1 set E. Once 
this has been established, it is routine to check that ci, is a finite Bore1 
measure on R. By the definition of 8, we have G(E) > o,(E). By this and 
the inequality w(E) = u(kC1(E)) < p(k,y’(E)) + u( {s: k,(s) # k(s)}) = 
QJ,(E) + A {s: k,(s) + 4s) > 1, we conclude o(E) < 6(E) for each Bore1 
set E. 
Therefore, there are functions f, f, E L’(dc5) such that do = f do3 and 
do, = f, dc3. Note that 0 6 f d 1 and 0 <f,, d 1. We claim that f, -+ f in the 
norm of L’(dci,). Indeed if G, = {t: f,(t)> f(t)) and F,, = {t: f,(t) < f(t)}, 
then IIf, -f II, = fG. (f, -f) dh + IF. (f -fJ dh = o,(G,) - w(G,) + 
MFn) - w,(F,J = /4k,‘(G,,)) - iW’(Gn)) + Ak-‘(FJ) - /4k,V’n)) 
d 2u({s:k,(s) # k(s)})+0 as n-+co. 
This in particular implies that f,, +fin the measure (3. Since Q is a finite 
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measure, Fubini’s theorem implies that for a.e. 1 E R, log (t - II E L’(d&). If 
j” is such a point, the boundedness of (f”} implies 
lim i loglt - II dw,(t) = lim s lwIt-4fn(t)d3t) ,,-a R n-cz R 
= logIt-1If(t)do3(t) 
s R 
= s log12 - II dw(t). R 
This completes the proof. 
After the above preparation, we are ready to state spectral convergence 
results for singular integral operators. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let singular operators A, with coefficients a and /I, and 
A,,, with coefficients CC, and /3,, be defined by (2.1) and (2.4), respectively. 
Suppose that the Bore1 set E in (2.1) and (2.4) has finite Lebesgue measure 
and that (a,} and {fin} are bounded sequences in L”(E). Suppose further 
that lim, _ 5 c(, = c1 a.e. and lim,, m /In = /l a.e. Then for any 
x, y E L2(supp b), the spectral density sequence { f(., A,, x, y)} converges to 
the spectral density f(., A, x, y) in the L’-norm. 
Proof Suppose Ilcl,ll,bK-1 and llj?,II,<K-1. Since M,+c( and 
/?, -+ /I a.e., the sequence { g,(t, s)} of principal functions converges to the 
principal function g of A in the norm of L’( [ - K, K] x E). Thus for each 
u~@\lR, exp~E[g,(,?,s)/(s-u)]ds+exp~,[g(l,s)/(s-u)]ds in the 
Lebesgue measure. It follows now from Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 that the 
sequence {f(.,A.,x,, Y,)} converges to { f(., A, x, y)} in the Lebesgue 
measure, where x = fl/(.-- z), y = /I/(. - w), x, = b,/(. - z), and 
y,=&J(.-w). C om ming b’ Lemma 2.1, Fubini’s theorem, and Holder’s 
inequality, one sees that the dominated convergence theorem is applicable 
to the sequence {I f(., A,, x, y,) - f(., A, x, y)l > provided z # ii, and 
IIm ZJ >, I and (Im WI 3 Z, where I is the constant in the statement of 
Lemma2.1. Therefore lim,,, Ilf(., A,,x,, y,)-f(.,A,x, y)llLl=O. Since 
fl, -+ /I, x, + x and y, + y in the norm of L’(E). By Lemma 1.6, we have 
f(., A,, x, y) -+ f(., A, x, y) in the norm of L’. 
Let G be the collection of linear combinations of vectors {/3/(.-z): 
Z<JImzl<Z+lor -3-Z<IImzl<-2-Z},thenG=L2(suppfl).Using 
linear combination, we may conclude f(., A,,, x, y) -+ f(; A, x, y) whenever 
x, y E G. The theorem now follows from Proposition 1.1. 
If we replace Lemma 2.2 by Lemma 2.3 in the proof of Theorem 2.4, we 
obtain the following result. 
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THEOREM 2.5. Let E, CI, cc, be the same as in the previous theorem. Sup- 
pose that j?, = b for all n and that I,“=, m( (s: a,(s) # a(s)}) < +co. Then 
for z#W, lim,,, f(k A,, B/(.-z), Bl(.-w))=f(A, 4 P/(.-z), P/(.-w)) 
a.e. 
Notice that we may not be able to claim the almost pointwise con- 
vergence of the spectral densities for x, y in closure of the linear com- 
binations of B/(.- z) because that pointwise convergence may be lost in the 
approximation in L*. 
EXAMPLE 2.6. Let E=[O, l],cr(t)=t,P,(t)=/?(t)-l,anda,(t)=a,(t), 
where a, is the function defined in Example 1.5. We use M, to denote the 
multiplication by h on [0, 11. Define 
on L*[O, 11. By Theorem 2.4, the spectral density sequence 
(f(.? Mu"+ c, 4 Y)> converges to f (., M, + C, x, y) in the L’-norm for all 
x, ye L*[O, 11. In contrast, Example 1.5 shows that {f(., Man, x, y)} con- 
tains no subsequence that converges to f(., M,, x, y) in the Lebesgue 
measure if x # 0 and y #O. So this is an example where the spectral 
convergence is not stable under bounded perturbation. 
3. TOEPLITZ OPERATORS 
In this section, we only discuss Toeplitz operators on the unit circle T’, 
the discussion of Toeplitz operators on multiply connected domains being 
deferred until Section 5. As usual, the Lebesgue spaces and the Hardy 
spaces on T’ will be denoted by Lp and HP, respectively. Let P: L* -+ H* be 
the orthogonal projection. Given cp EL”, the Toeplitz operator with sym- 
bol cp is T, = PM, 1 H*. For the rest of the section, cp will be a nonconstant 
real function on T’. For any c( Ed, the unit disc, let k,(z) = l/( 1 - ctz) on A. 
The linear combinations of {k, : u E A > are dense in H*. So far as the spec- 
tral convergence is concerned, it suffices to consider vectors x = k, and 
y=ks. If hEHm, then T,*k, = h(ci)k,. It was proved by Rosenblum that if 
cp is not a constant, then the self-adjoint Toeplitz operator T, has purely 
absolutely continuous spectrum [22]. To analyze the spectral density of 
T,, we need a decomposition of p -z used by many authors [ 14, 19,221. 
Let H( t, u) = (e” + u)/(e” - u). For z E @\rW, define 
k(i)=exp &,” log(dt)-z) H(t, i)dt K-1 < 1. 
* 
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It is easy to verify that on T’, cp -z = h,h,, and therefore 
(T~-z)~‘=(Thl)~‘c(Th,-)*I~‘= q’qhi)-l WI. 
For any ol, /I E A, 
H(t, B) dt 
X kz(B)lh> + io(i) h, +,(8) [ 14, 221. (3.1) 
On the other hand, it is easy to see that for s>O, 
h,i,!,(u)=exp (lh)j* log[(cp(t)-A)2+&2]p1/2 H(t, u)dt 
--I[ 
+(1/4s)/” ;log[(q(t)-L+ie)/(rp(t)-l-b)] H(t,u)dt 
-I 
Using an argument similar to the one used in the proof of Lemma 2.1, we 
assert that for each ;1~ IR such that logll/(cp -A)1 EL’, 
h;:Ju)=exp (1/47~)/~ logIl/(cp(t)-,I)1 H(t,u)dt 
--TI 
+; s 
H(t, u) dt . 
VP(l)> i. i 
Again suppose that { cp,} is a bounded sequence of real valued 
functions in L”. If we assume that lim,, m rpn = cp a.e., then 
lim, + m jrp.(,), A H(t, u) dt = jqp(r), a H(t, u) dt a.e. Let 
L(i) = exp 
1 
(1/4x) jn log(cp,W - 4 H(t, 0 dt . -n 1 
Applying Lemma 2.2, the sequence (h,, ,+i,(u)} converges to h, + iO(u) in 
measure. By (3.1), one sees that for any CI, fi E A, f( ., T,+,“, k,, k,) + 
f(., T,, k,, k,) in the Lebesgue measure. Taking into account the fact that 
T, and TV” have purely absolutely continuous spectrum and Theorem 1.3, 
we have proved the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let {q,, > c L” be a bounded sequence of real functions 
such that lim, _ r*: qn = cp a.e. If cp is not a constant, then for any x, y E HZ, 
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the spectral density sequence {f( ., T,“, x, y) > of { T,+,” > converges to 
ft.9 T,, x, y) in the L’-norm. 
If we use Lemma 2.3, we have 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose { cp,} is the same as in the previous theorem. If 
C,"=lm({t:cp.(t)#cp(t)})< +a, thenforav cr,p~d, 
lim f(n, TV"? k,, kp)=f(A Tvp,k,, k,) a.e. n-m 
Remark 3.3. In the proof of Theorem 3.1 presented here, we used the 
fact that T, has purely absolutely continuous spectrum. But we can also 
give a proof without using this fact. Indeed given the measure convergence 
of the spectral density sequence, one only needs to make the dominated 
convergence theorem applicable to {f(., TVn, k,, kp)} to prove the 
theorem. This amounts to making some estimates of Ih;i;:,(u)l of the type 
we made for IE(n + i0, u)l in the case of singular integral operators. 
For a given nonconstant cp, there is an open set U c A, a 6 E (0, l), and 
an integer K > 0 such that for any u E U and n 3 K, 
where P(t, u) = Re H(t, u)/2n and N depends only on cp. The key here is 
again the concavity of the natural logarithm and the fact that P(t, u) dt is a 
probability measure on [ - rc, rr]. Although the proof of this inequality uses 
essentially the same trick as the proof of Lemma 2.1, one has less room to 
maneuver here and therefore must be a little more careful with u and the 
power 6. Using this estimate, we can actually give a new proof of the fact 
that T, has purely absolutely continuous spectrum. Indeed if cp E C’, one 
can prove the absolute continuity of T, by a general theorem of Putnam 
plus some simple algebraic manipulation; see [ 15, 251. Once we have this, 
we can approximate a cp EL” by a bounded sequence {(p,} c C’. The 
measure convergence of the spectral density sequence and the estimate on 
Ih n,I+iO(~)J together imply thatf(., TVn, k,, k,)+f(., T,, k,, k,) in the L’- 
norm. One reads off the absolute continuity of T, from this convergence. 
4. SCHR~DINGER OPERATORS ON THE LINE 
The spectral properties of the Schrodinger operator 
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where the potential q is a real almost periodic function in the sense of 
Bochner, have attracted much attention [ 1, 8, 11, 18, 231. Particularly 
when q is periodic or limit periodic, one can use the Floquet theory to 
analyze the spectrum and the spectral measure of L [ 1,7, 11, 18,231. 
Among all the developments, we only cite one result that is relevant to the 
present study. 
THEOREM (J. Avron and B. Simon [ 1 I). Let { qn } be a sequence of real 
valued periodic function of a fixed period such that lim, _ m llq,, - 411 o. = 0. 
Let L, = d2/dt2 + q,, and L = d2/dt2 + q. Then for any x, y E L2(R) and any 
bounded Bore1 set E c R, the sequence {f (., L,, x, y)}, regarded as function 
on E, converges to f(., L, x, y) in the norm of L’(E). 
This result was used in [ 11 to derive the absolute continuity of the spec- 
tra of limit periodic Schrodinger operators. We shall derive a spectral con- 
vergence result under the assumption qn + q a.e. rather than l/q,, - q)l oo + 0. 
Our approach is somewhat different from that of [ 11. The point is that 
although we are dealing primarily with periodic potential, the weakened 
assumption makes it necessary to consider the convergence of the trace of 
some spectral projections in a type-II, factor. 
Let [WE be the Bohr compactilication of R. We use x to denote the 
variable on RB and t or I that on R. The standard Haar measure on RB 
will be denoted by dm and the Lebesgue measure on IF! by dt or dA. On lRB, 
we write x + t for the natural translation of a point x by t. For each 
q E L”(RB), we have a family of random Schrodinger operators 
c!.? XE RB 
: x E R’}, where each L., = d2/dt2 + q(x + t) is an operator on R. For 
q(x + .)E L”(R) and Ilq(x + .)I1 3cI 6 1lqj1 53 [24, Lemma 2.53. 
Therefore for a.e. x E RB, L, is a bona fide Schrodinger operator on R. Let 
N be the W*-crossed product of L”(RB) by R via the natural translation. 
It is well known that N is a type-II, factor and lives on % = L2(RE) @ 
L2( R) = jiwB@ L2(W) dm. If we define L# = slwB@ L, dm(x) corresponding to 
this direct integral decomposition of X, then L# is affiliated to M in the 
sense that the spectral resolution {ET } of L# belongs to Jlr. Indeed each 
E,# belongs to the trace ideal of N [23]. Let N(A) = z(E,#), where z is the 
normalized faithful, normal trace on N. In the case q is continuous on RB, 
this function is called the integrated density of states (IDS for short) of 
L = L, [8,23]. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let {q.} c L”(RB) b e a bounded sequence of real functions 
such that lim, _ co q,, = q a.e. Then for any z E C\R, 
lim 7((L,# --z)~‘)=~((L# -z)-I), 
n-02 
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and for every 1 where N(I) is continuous, 
lim N,(A) = N(1), 
n-03 
where L,# is the operator with the potential q, and N,(A) is the IDS of L,#. 
Proof Write (LR -z)~l-(L#-z)~‘=(LR-z)~l(qn-q)(L#-z)-l. 
Since (L# - z) ~ ’ belongs to the trace ideal of JV and s-lim, _ o. (L# - z) ~ ’ 
(qn - q) = 0, the first limit follows from the general properties of r. Note 
z((L# - z) ~ ‘) = jR (dN(l)/(t - z)). Therefore the second limit follows from 
the first one and general principles of analysis. 
Remark. If q E C( [WE), then N(A) is known to be a continuous function 
on R [7]. But actually it is not difficult to prove that for one-dimensional 
Schrodinger operators, the IDS is always continuous regardless of what q 
is. (An argument involving the relation between the trace z on JV” and the 
type-I, trace on L’(R) is needed.) 
When q E C(RB) and 1 E R, rcN(A) is also called the rotation number of 
L = L,. Indeed if u is a nontrivial solution of the real eigenvalue problem 
(L,-l)u=O, then 
rrN(A) = Jil”, {the number of zeros of u in [0, T] }/T, (4.1) 
where the limit is independent of the choice of x and exists uniformly on 
IwE [S, 231. For noncontinuous q E L”( [WE), one can still prove, by modify- 
ing the argument of [S], that for a.e. XE Iw’, (4.1) holds. The point is that 
even in the noncontinuous case, one can still use the argument of [S] to 
prove that SOB (1 -z))’ dcr(l)/n = lim., o. (l/T) jr G,, .(t, t) dt if the right- 
hand side of (4.1) is denoted by c1( 1) and the Green’s function of (L, - z) ~ ’ 
by G,,,(t, s). But the integral on the right-hand side is t((L# -z)-‘) [23], 
so follows (4.1) for q E LoD( W). 
We now turn to periodic and limit periodic potentials. Let q E L”(R) be 
a real valued periodic function of period P, i.e., q( t + P) = q(t) a.e. Using its 
Fourier series on [0, P], such a function is naturally identified with an 
element in L”(W’), which we also denote by q. Let T= x/P. We shall use 
the direct integral space 
uL2( w) = j-’ @ L; dt/2T, 
-T 
where Lf is the space of local L2 functions cp on R’ satisfying cp(s + P) = 
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#“V(S), to decompose the operator L = d2/dt2 + q. More precisely, each 
f~ L’(R) is decomposed as (Uf)(t) = q,(t, .) E Lz for each t E [ - T, T] and 
cpAt, s) = JG 
[ 
f f(t + 2kT) ei2kns’P e”“, 
k= px 1 
where p is the Fourier transform off [ 1,231. Accordingly, 
lJLU-1= r 
s 0 L(t) dt/2T, PT 
where L(t) is the formal differential operator L restricted to the domain 
9, = {U E Lf : u’, U” E Lf and u’(P) = eirP~‘(0)}, which is self-adjoint. The 
operator L has this decomposition simply because it commutes with the 
translation by P. 
For each t E [ - T, T], the spectrum of L(t) consists of eigenvalues 
eo(t)<e,(t)< ... <e,(t)< ... + +cc [1,23]. Since q is real, ek(t)= 
ek( -t). Furthermore, the multiplicity of each ek(t) is 1. Let cpk(t, .) E Lf be a 
unit eigenvector of ek(t). Let us denote the inner product on Lf by (., .),. 
For each + E C,(R) and f E L’(R), 
(ti(L)f, f) = j’, (ti(L(t)) v,(t, .L v.r(t, .)L dt/2T 
= ,!, joT $(ek(t))[i(vr(t? ‘h vktt? ‘))ri’ 
+ I(cpX-t, .), $6t, .))-,I21 WT. 
One obtains from the Floquet theory that e,,,(O) < e,,(t) < e2,( T) and 
e2,+I(T)<e2,+,(t)<e2,+,(0), and that ek(t)<ek+,(s) [1,23]. Further- 
more, it was shown [23, Theorem 4.21 that between ek(0) and ek( T), e,(t) 
has N(I), the IDS of L, as its “inverse” in the sense that if e,(t) = 1, then 
t=7cN(1)-kT=N(~,k)whenkisevenandt=(k+l)T-RN(I)=N(~,k) 
when k is odd; also see [ 11. Therefore 
(*(L)f,f) 
= 
,;, (- Ilk jz;) Il/(~)[l(c~#(k k), .), cpk(N(l, k), ‘))A+%, k)i2 
+ l(c~~(-N@, k), .), cpk( -N(A, k), .)I-N(A,k)i’] N’(A) W2T. (4.2) 
Suppose {q,,} is a bounded sequence of real valued P-periodic functions 
in L”(R) such that lim,,, q,, = q a.e. on R. It is easy to see that, as 
functions on RE, we also have lim,, m qn = q a.e. Let L, be the Schrodinger 
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operator with the potential qn. Each L, has direct integral decomposition 
UL,U-’ = jr,@ L,(t) dt/2T on UL*(lR). Let e,,Jt), k=O, 1, 2, . . . . be the 
eigenvalues of L,(t) and let cp”’ ‘(t, .) be the corresponding eigenfunctions. 
Obviously s-lim, _ o. (L,(t)-z)-‘=(L(t)-z))’ for each ZE~\IW. 
Operators L(t) and L(t’) can be regarded as different self-adjoint exten- 
sions of the symmetric operator L 19’ = L 1 {u E L*[O, P]: u’, u” E L* and 
u(O) = u(P) = u’(O) = u’(P) = O}. Thus, using von Neumann’s theory on the 
self-adjoint extensions of symmetric operators, one computes explicitly s- 
lim I’.+I (L(t’)-z))‘= (L(t)-z))’ when considered as operators on 
L*[O, P] in a natural way. By a contour integral around every point of the 
spectrum, we obtain, for each f~ C” with compact support 
lim l(cpf(N,(k kh -1, ~P”~YN,(A, k), ~))N,~2,k~l 
n-m 
= I(V/XN(A k)7 .I, VktN(k k), .))N,(i.. !f)l. (4.3) 
THEOREM 4.2, Let {q,,} be a bounded sequence of real valued P-periodic 
functions in L”(R). Suppose lim,, m qn = q a.e. Let L, be the Schriidinger 
operator with potential q,, . Then for any u, v E L*(R) and any bounded Bore1 
set E, f(., L,, u, v) -+ f(., L, u, v) in the norm of L’(E). 
Proof Let f E L*(W) be such that f belongs to C” and has compact 
support. Then all I((pr(N,(A, k), .), $‘k(N,,(A, k), .))N,(l, kJ are bounded by 
a constant. Therefore, by (4.2) SF f(l, L,, f, f) dA 6 C jr dN,,(A). Since all 
N, are absolutely continuous [7] and N,, -+ N a.e., it suffices to show 
f(., L,, f, f) + f (., L, f, f) in the Lebesgue measure on E. This is further 
reduced, by (4.3) to showing that lim,, co N:, = N’ a.e. Recall that 
2 cos(xPN(1)) = d(A) whenever AE a(L) [23]. Here, d(l) is the dis- 
criminant of the eigenvalue problem (L - A)u = 0 and is an entire function 
on @ [7]. Let [a, b] c o(L) be a band. For any E > 0, there is a K> 0 such 
that IA,,(A)l is bounded away from 2 when n 2 K and 1 E [a + E, b-s] and, 
therefore, N:, and Nz are uniformly bounded on [a + E, b - E]. Using some 
standard tricks in analysis, one obtains N:, + N’ a.e. from N, + N a.e. and 
the boundedness of N:, and NL. This completes the proof. 
We can use this theorem to treat limit periodic potentials. For example, 
we can show, by repeated use of Theorem 4.1, that there is a sequence {a,,} 
of positive number with the following property. Let E, E (0. a,,) and let 
n-1 
qJt) = 1: 2”k+ 1 Ej<t<2”k+ f E./i 
j= I j= I 
=o: otherwise; 
580/77/l-13 
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k = 0, + 1, f 2, . . . . Then q = C,“=, qn is a limit periodic, but not periodic, 
potential taking on values of only 0 and 1. The Schrodinger operator L 
with this potential has absolutely continuous spectrum. 
5. TRACE CLASS PERTURBATION 
AND GENERALIZED WAVE OPERATORS 
We have shown that the L’-convergence of spectral density sequence is 
not stable under bounded perturbation. One naturally asks: What about 
compact perturbations or trace class perturbations? While we are not yet 
able to say anything about compact, the case of trace class perturbation 
will be considered in this section. This happens to have a very close 
relation with the scattering theory in Hilbert spaces, particularly with the 
generalized wave operators. 
Recall that for self-adjoint operators A and B on Hilbert space H, one 
defines the generalized wave operators 
W,(B, A) = s-lim exp(itB) exp( -itA) P,,(A) n-r +a, 
provided the strong limits exist. Here P,,(A) is the orthonormal projection 
onto the absolutely continuous part of A. The Kato-Rosenblum theory 
asserts that if B-A is a trace class operator, then these strong limits do 
exist [17]. Suppose now that we have two sequences of self-adjoint 
operators {A,) and {B,} such that the generalized wave operators 
{ W,(B,, A,)} exist. Then, as before, the question of convergence arises. 
The following is the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let {A,} and {B,} be self-adjoint operators on Hilbert 
space H. Suppose that 
(i) s-lim, _ cc A, = A and s-lim, _ o3 E, = B; 
(ii) K, = B, - A,, is a trace class operator for any n; 
(iii) lim, j 3. K,, = K in the trace norm; 
(iv) for any x, y E H, the spectral density sequence {f (., A,, x, y)} 
converges to the spectral density f(., A, x, y) of A in the L’-norm. 
s-lim W,(B,, A,,)= W,(B, A). 
n-m 
Remark. In the case A,, and B, are unbounded, (i) should be inter- 
preted as the strong convergence of corresponding resolvents. Similarly, (ii) 
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means that A, and B, have the same domain and, on this domain, 
B,=A,+K,. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Under the assumptions of the theorem, for any 
x, y E H,,(B), the absolutely continuous part of B, the spectral density 
sequence (f(., B,, x, Y)> converges to f(., B, x, y) in the L’-norm. 
Proof: Let x, y E H,,(B). Then there exist u, v E H,,(A) such that 
x= W+(B, A)u and y= W+(B, A)v. Let x,= W+(B,, A,)u and 
y, = W, (B,, A,)u. According to the theorem, x, + x and y, --t y in H. On 
the other hand,f( -, B,, x,, Y,) = f(., B,, W+(B,, A&, W+(B,, A,)v) = 
f(., A,, u, v) + f(., A, u, v) = f (., B, x, y ). By Lemma 1.6, we have 
f(., B,, x, y) + f(., B, x, y) in the L’-norm. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. We only present the proof for W, ; the proof for 
W- is the same. Write W,(t) = exp(itB,) exp( - itA,) P,,(A,). Because of 
(i), it suflices to show that for any unit vector XE H and any given s>O, 
there exists a T > 0 and an integer L > 0 such that 
II Wn(tb- Wn(S)XI12~~ 
whenever t, s > T and n 2 L. And because of (iv) and Proposition 1.1, it 
suffices to prove the above for a dense set of unit vectors x E H,,(A). 
Therefore we may further assume that there is an M> 0 such that 
O<f(.,A,x,x)<M. Let A,={I:f(l,A,,x,x)<M} and let {E,,..} be 
the absolutely continuous part of the spectral resolution of A,. 
Assumption (iv) implies that x, = E, JA,,)x + x in the norm of H. Hence 
we only need to show that 
I( w3t)C W,(t) - W,(s)1 x,7 -%)“I G 42 (5.1) 
whenever t, s B T and n > L. Clearly, 0 < f (A, A,, x,, x,) < M and 
f(., A,, x,, x,) + f(., A, x, x) in the L’-norm. 
In what follows, some of the calculation are similar to those in [12, 17, 
pp. 23-261. For any bounded operator X on H, define I;(X) = 
f; exp( itA,) X exp( - itA,) dt. By (20) of [17, p. 253, we have 
(W,*(~)CWn(t) - W,(s)1 x,3 XJH 
= lim U:(Y,(t, t) - Y,(t, s)) x,, x,1, (5.2) o-m 
where 
Y,,( t, s) = -i[exp(itA,) exp(i(s - t) B,) K,, exp( - isA,) 
- exp( itA,) K,, exp( i(s - t) B,) exp( - isA,)]. 
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We define p(i(t, s) to be the right-hand side of the above with K,, being 
replaced by K. It is easy to verify that 
Y,(t, s) - I’,(t, s) = exp(itA.) D(K, - K) exp( - isA) 
- exp(itA,)(K, - K)D exp( -isA,), (5.3) 
where D = -i exp(i(s - t) B,). By (5.2) and (5.3), the left-hand side of (5.1) 
is not greater than (I) + (II), where (I) is the sum of four terms of type 
lim I (Zf(exp(iuA,) XK exp( - iuA,)) x,, x,)1 (5.4) LI - a. 
and (II) is the sum of four terms of type 
lim j(Z$exp(iuA,) Z(K,! - K) exp( -iuA.)) x,, x,)1. (5.5) u-cc 
In these limits, u is either t or s and X and 2 depend on n, S, and t and 
have norm 1. 
According to (21) of [17, p. 251, 
where C is independent of n, t, and s. Let L>O be such that 
llE(, - Kilt, < &/32CM2 n B L, this being possible because of (iii). Then 
(II)<&/4 ifn>L. 
Let K. = c,“= i hj@gj be a finite rank operator such that II K, - K/I tT < 
s/32CM2. Using (21) of [ 17, p. 251 again, we obtain 
(5.4) 6 Z(n, XK,, u) + CM2 I/K0 - Kilt, 6 Z(n, XK,,, u) + c/32, 
where 
Z(n, XK,, u)= lim I(Z:(exp(iuA.) XK, exp( -iuA,)) x,, x,)1. 0 - a> 
The proof is now reduced to showing that there is a T> 0 such that 
Z(n, XK,, u) <a/32 if u> T. Equation (21) of [17, p. 251 provides the 
estimate 
I@, XK, , u) 
From this we see that the estimate Z(n, XK,, u) < &/32 for large enough u 
will follow if we can show that for any given hE H, the sequence 
{l(h,exp(-irA.)x,)12}, as functions of r, is norm convergent in L’(R). 
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Given h E H, we have (h, exp( - irA,) x,) = jiw e-“‘jf(l, A,, h, x,) dJ 
because x, = E, ac (d,)x. Using the estimate in the proof of Proposition 1.1, 
one derives llf(~, A,, k x,) - ft., A, k x)IIL1 G IIM lb - x,ll + 
Il./l., A,, k x) - f(., A, h, xNIL1. This implies If(k A,, 4 x,,) - 
f(A, A, h, x)1’ + 0 in the Lebesgue measure. On the other hand, 
If(A A,, k x,)-“ok 4 k x)12d 2Cl”m A,, k x,)1* + If(k 4 k x)121 
< x.04 A,, x,, x,)f(k A,, k A) + f(k A, x, x).m A, k hII d 
2M2[f(l, A,, h, h) +f(,l, A, h, h)]. Since f(., A,, h, h) -f(., A, h, h) in the 
L’-norm, we can use a version of the dominated convergence theorem to 
conclude that f(., A,, h, x,) +f(., A, h, x) in the norm of L2(R). Hence the 
Fourier transforms (h, exp( -irAn) x,) = llw e-“‘j-(1, A,,, h, x,) dl form a 
norm convergent sequence in L’(R). This implies that the sequence 
O(h,exp(-irA.)~,)l~} is norm convergent in L’(R). This completes the 
proof. 
We now give an application of Theorem 5.1. Let 9 be a bounded, finitely 
connected domain in @. Suppose that the boundary of S? consists of non- 
intersecting smooth Jordan curves r, u r, u r2 u . . , u r,,, = r, where r, 
is the boundary of the unbounded component of C\g. Let o be the har- 
monic measure on r associated with a fixed point z0 E 9. Let LP(T) and 
HP(g) be the corresponding Lebesgue space and Hardy space, respectively. 
For each cp E L”(T), we define the Toeplitz operator q = PM, I H2(S+), 
where P: L*(r) + H2(g) is the orthogonal projection. It was shown in 
[ 153 that TF can be decomposed, up to a trace class perturbation, into a 
direct sum of Toeplitz operators on the unit disc A. To be more precise, 
T:OO= 6 [T’((P)OO] +Kq, 
j=O 
where the direct sum TZOO corresponds to L2(r)= H2(g)@(HZ($8))’ 
and @,?=, to L2(r) = @,Y, L’(r,). The operator K, is of trace class and 
satisfies IIKJt,~ CllcpIIL2, where C depends only on 9 and o [ 151. The 
operator Tj(q) is unitarily equivalent, via an operator independent of cp, to 
the Toeplitz operator T, n 4 on the unit disc A, j= 0, 1, . . . . N. Here, rr, 
(resp. rco) is a conformal mapping from A onto the exterior (resp. interior) 
of r’ (resp. r,), j = 1, 2, . . . . N. 
Let (cp, > c L”“(T) be a bounded sequence of real functions. Let 
An = & CTj((Pn) 001, B,= TFnOO, K, = Kg,. 
j=O 
Suppose that lim, _ o. (P” = cp a.e. and that for any n, (Pi I rj is a constant if 
cp Irj is a constant. For sufficiently large n, the absolutely continuous part 
of A,, is @ { T,(cp,): cp Irj is not a constant). By Theorem 3.1, for any x, 
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ycL*(Z), the spectral density sequence {f(., A,, x, y)} converges to the 
spectral density of A = @,K, [T,(q) 001 in the L’-norm. It is easy to 
verify that the assumptions (it(iv) are satisfied by these operators A,, B,, 
and K,,. Therefore we have the following 
THEOREM 5.3. Let {(p,} c L”(f) b e a bounded sequence of real valued 
functions such that lim,, a, (P” = cp a.e. Suppose q,,‘s satisfy the condition 
that cp, ) r, is a constant if cp 1 r, is a constant. Then 
s-lim W+ T;“@O, 6 [T,((p,)OOl 
n-cc 
T;OO, & CT,((~)001 
,=o j=O 
Furthermore for any x, y E H,,( Tz), f (., T$ x, y) -+ f( ., Tz, x, y) in the L’- 
norm. 
We would like to mention that we are not able to prove 
s-h W,(A., B,) = W,(A, B) (5.6) n-m 
under the assumption f (., A,, x, y) + f (., A, x, y). With our setting 
A, = @,“= o [ Tj( cp,) 0 0] and B, = TT” 0 0, such a limit is directly related to 
the absolute continuity of r<. It 1s known that a self-adjoint Toeplitz 
operator on 9 can have singular spectrum if ~3 is not simply connected 
[ 15,251. It was shown in [ 15,251, however, that if the real symbol cp has 
a semi-bounded harmonic conjugate on L3, then T; has a purely absolutely 
continuous spectrum. Furthermore, if cp has a harmonic conjugate, boun- 
ded or unbounded, then Tz does not have point spectrum [25]. This 
naturally leads to the speculation that Tz should have a purely absolutely 
continuous spectrum whenever cp has a harmonic conjugate. If cp has a har- 
monic conjugate, we can approximate it by a bounded sequence 
{(p,} c C” which has harmonic conjugates. Thus if we knew for a fact that 
(5.6) holds, we could obtain the absolute continuity of Tz from that of Tz-,. 
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